**GIFTS FROM HOME**

Being away from home may be difficult at first. AVI Fresh makes it easier to let someone know you are thinking of them!

Our Gifts From Home program gives families and friends the opportunity to say “I am thinking of you!” with the simple gift of a cookie cake, an energy basket for long study nights or a made from scratch treat.

Visit our website AVIserves.com/OWU to order today!

**CONTACT US**

Jim Pearce
Resident Director
JPearce@AVIFoodsystems.com

John Winpisinger
Director of Culinary Operations
JWInpisinger@AVIFoodSystems.com

Crystal Johnson | Sarirose Hyldahl
Catering Directors
Bishopcatering@owu.edu

Ryan Summers
Executive Chef
RSummers@AVIFoodsystems.com

Contact Culinary Services at 740.368.3287

Please send your feedback to our management team at avifresh@owu.edu!

**FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS**

**Can I bring a guest to eat?**

Day passes are available with Gold All In and Platinum Best Value Plans. The pass allows meal plan holders to provide one guest with unlimited access to 24/7 Smith Dining and the Marketplace over a 24 hour period.

**Do Dining Dollars carry over?**

Dining Dollars carry over from the fall semester into the spring semester. However, they do not carry over from the spring semester into the fall semester.

Meal Plans can be used any time at Smith Dining and the Marketplace. Dining Dollars can be used at Bishop Café and Grille, Science Center Café, T-Store and Merrick Café featuring Starbucks as well as Marketplace and Smith. For more information about our program, menus and events please check out our website AVIserves.com/OWU.

**ALL** Meal Plans have unlimited access to Smith Dining and the Marketplace!

**SILVER SAVER $5,040**
- $50 per year to use on-campus or at select off-campus locations

**GOLD ALL IN $5,800**
- $500 Dining Dollars per year
- $100 per year to use on-campus or at select off-campus locations
- Twelve 24-hour day passes per year for guests

**PLATINUM BEST VALUE $6,330**
- $1,000 Dining Dollars per year
- $150 per year to use on-campus or at select off-campus locations
- Twelve 24-hour day passes per year for guests

Meal Plans have unlimited access to Smith Dining and the Marketplace. Dining Dollars can be used at Bishop Café and Grille, Science Center Café, T-Store and Merrick Café featuring Starbucks as well as Marketplace and Smith. For more information about our program, menus and events please check out our website AVIserves.com/OWU.

**ALL** Meal Plans have unlimited access to Smith Dining and the Marketplace!

**SILVER SAVER $5,040**
- $50 per year to use on-campus or at select off-campus locations

**GOLD ALL IN $5,800**
- $500 Dining Dollars per year
- $100 per year to use on-campus or at select off-campus locations
- Twelve 24-hour day passes per year for guests

**PLATINUM BEST VALUE $6,330**
- $1,000 Dining Dollars per year
- $150 per year to use on-campus or at select off-campus locations
- Twelve 24-hour day passes per year for guests

Meal Plans can be used any time at Smith Dining and the Marketplace. Dining Dollars can be used at Bishop Café and Grille, Science Center Café, T-Store and Merrick Café featuring Starbucks as well as Marketplace and Smith. For more information about our program, menus and events please check out our website AVIserves.com/OWU.

**ALL** Meal Plans have unlimited access to Smith Dining and the Marketplace!
Our Philosophy

IT’S ALL ABOUT FRESH FOOD AND GREAT HOSPITALITY

To keep a commitment to the highest quality education, the AVI Fresh vision is centered on our Fresh Food Forward model. Skilled culinarians prepare nutritious meals from scratch with the freshest ingredients. We artfully prepare foods in full view of our guests, displaying showmanship and precision in all that we do. Fresh is more than a model, it’s a way of life for our team.

Every day, we engage and interact with our guests to create an experience. AVI team members are hospitality-minded, focusing on creating a warm environment where smiles and nutritious, fresh foods are the goal.

Visit our website for more information AVIserves.com/OWU